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Shu is a princess turned adventurer. She has been on a journey to unravel the legacy of her father and his company, the Federacion Del Ababar Y El Mango. She starts the game in the middle of a desert with nothing but the clothes on her back, a map, and a few gold coins. A year later, Shu is now well
fed and well supplied, but still on the same quest to unravel the story of her father. Along the way she’ll face bandits, a terrifying, enchanted art museum, and some of the biggest battles she’s faced to date! Features: A classic point-and-click adventure style game with many unique puzzles. Story driven
by a bunch of NPCs you can talk to and interact with. Diverse battles with more than 10 different enemies. An original soundtrack featuring many piano-only tunes and vocal-only tracks. Full voice-overs in English and Spanish. Easter egg, secrets, and bonus art for your enjoyment. Also by Moonana:
Minecraft Rampage is a sandbox RPG game made in RPG Maker MV. The main character used to play a lot of role-playing games, and wants to show off his tactical skills in this game as well. In the first level of the game, the character starts with a simple task: find all blue crystals! Features: A classic
point-and-click adventure style game with many unique puzzles. Story driven by a bunch of NPCs you can talk to and interact with. Diverse battles with more than 10 different enemies. An original soundtrack featuring many piano-only tunes and vocal-only tracks. Full voice-overs in English and Spanish.
Easter egg, secrets, and bonus art for your enjoyment. Also by Moonana: Dungeon Roll is an RPG Maker MV game where you explore dungeons while fighting hordes of demons. In this game, you explore the dungeon and fight monsters to get items and level up your character. Features: Many monsters
and enemies with lots of attack patterns and stats. Many items to find and equip to your character. Some unique items to discover. Unique gamepad controls to avoid getting tired in combat. Four difficulty settings for varying gameplay. Also by Moonana: Infinity: Beyond the Pale, a spin-off of Moonana’s
Infinity series. In this sequel, the main character is our old friend Shu.
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AGENT 00111 Features Key:
FREE

Premium Amblex Camping Game

Want to add more, and enjoyable game to your existing adventure games? Try "Camping Gun Game" - a game like you've never seen before.

Try it for free!

 Q: Regular expression - if 5th only value in each group matches I have a string string = "image="" user="00000000-0000-0000-0000-000000000000" firstName="test"" I need to write a regular expression so that result is string = "image="" user="00000000-0000-0000-0000-000000000000" firstName="test"
no more space after 'firstName=' this is my clumsy code: /\[(.+)\]\s+firstName=([^\r ]+)\.\s+/gi image results: firstName="1" user results: firstName="2" thanks A: You're looking for a global pattern with the intention of changing the adjacent data to some kind of token or string. (?
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